www.totaltactilez.co.nz
Introducing the ultimate

Concrete Tactile Pavers
to Christchurch

WARNING!
You’ll be very excited to
learn about the new Total
Tactilez™ Precast Pavers.

Call 0800 TACTILE (822845)
or email us
info@totaltactilez.co.nz

Did you know?
Our Concrete Tactile Pavers are
Manufactured & Distributed in
Christchurch, New Zealand.
We supply and install tactile
products nationwide.
Christchurch Depot
SMP
544 John’s Road
Harewood
Christchurch
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www.totaltactilez.co.nz
What you should know about

Concrete Tactile Pavers
Facing Up to the Benefits
- The vertical wall feature ; this means
absolutely no gaps between pavers
- All our products are completely compliant
with NZTA standards RTS14
- Ideal Solid Yellow Colour and entirely UV
stable for New Zealand’s brilliant sun
- Very durable 50 MPa concrete
- Fully sealed for ultimate protection
- High in anti-slip with grip tread design
- Comes in two thicknesses: 40mm & 60mm
- Easy to install – You will be amazed!

What is Government
Safety Standards RTS 14?
The NZTA (a NZ Government
agency) outline standards for
Tactile indicators, such as
concrete pavers, in the RTS 14
document. This involves
specified measurements and
installation principles in order to
meet the requirements of the
New Zealand Transport Agency.

Does the look count?
Yes! No gaps, means no weeds and no mess. What’s
more, the majority of these pavers are installed in public
areas which reflect the look of the city. The Total Tactilez™
tactile pavers feature a vertical wall and are fully
compliant with NZTA Standard RTS 14, which are 100%
perfect for the Christchurch rebuild. The image below
clearly demonstrates how messy things can look only a few
months after installation. However, with Total Tactilez we
only offer high quality (and they’re manufactured locally!)

An example of how alternative non-compliant products can look.
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